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standing shoulder to shoulder, watched the bombardment across
the Liffey and argued good naturedly.
In the afternoon I joined two press photographers on their
rambles through the town. They were looking for " copy."
The streets were deserted as if the city were dead, and overhead
the firing proceeded uninterruptedly. The knowledge that a
bullet might hiss out from anywhere, either right or left, in
front, behind or overhead, was exceedingly unnerving. I was
so frightened that I put my hands in my coat pockets an<J
whistled as if I didn't care a bit—it was the only way to disguise
my nervousness, and as a matter of fact, the pretence of
courage dispelled a little of my fear. But if ever I should
chance in another crisis, to see a man with his hands in his
pockets, whistling, I shall assume him to be as frightened as I
was that day in Dublin. The chief cause of one's fear was the
uncertainty concerning anyone who passed in the street.
Republicans in plain clothes played the part of soldiers and
terrorized the town. At the Shelbourne Hotel, for instance,
two plain-clothes men stood at the top of the steps, arms folded
and revolvers sticking out from under their left elbows.
" Who—and why— ? " I asked the office clerk. He shook
his head. " I'm sure I don't know who they are, nor why
they're there, or which side they belong to; they say they're on
duty/'
On June 3oth the Four Courts surrendered and proceeded to
burn. A great explosion filled the sky with documents, and
Winston Churchill philosophically declared that, " A State
without archives is better than archives without a State ! "
Rory O'Connor did not " go down in the ruins or in the
flames/' He was taken prisoner and shot in cold blood six
months later as a reprisal.
That evening I left Dublin, The ship was crowded with
refugees, and as we steamed out of harbour the columns of smoke
rising from the burning Four Courts smudged the stormy
sunset sky. The drama was over, the playboys had played
their part.

